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ANNOUCEMENT AND SIGNATURE 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Welcome from Alex Tetteh-Lartey. And today, as you'll soon hear, 
we'll be waxing poetic in "Arts and Africa". 

SIGNATURE TUNE: 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Now I suppose we have nearly ~s much about the traditional arts in 
our programme as we do on mo~ern developments. But I must say that 
I enjoy hearing about traditional art forms that are being used for 
up-to-date purposeso Defini~e proof, I'd say, that they're haalthy 
and have a good chance of a long life. Here, for example, the 
Steve Rhodes Voices from Nigeria are giving an international appeal 
to this Hausa song. 

MUSIC: Hausa song. The Ste,:e Rhodes Voices. 

TETTEH- LARTEY: 

Well I've been discovering that there's just as much vigour and 
activity in Hausa poetry as there is in their music. Graham Furniss 
has been studying the poetry being written today in Kano, Nortnern 
Nigeria , the great c~ty uf the Hausa people, and he's here to tell 
me what he's been finding ou~ and to give us some exampleso 

POEM: Extract from poem by Hauwa Gwaramo 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Now Graham, what's the subject of that poem? What is she saying? 
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GRAHAM FURNISS : 

She's talking about the zoo in Kano and she is mentioning the 
different kinds of animals that one can see in the zoo - monkeys, 
gazelles, parrots, elephants, zebras and she's telling peop~e that 
they ought to go to the zoo and educate themselves about the kinds 
of animals that one can see. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Shall we hear more? 

POEM: Extract from poem by Hamra Gwaram. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

I could hear a clear reference there to the kangaroo but I couldn't 
understand the rest of what she was saying. 

FURNISS: 

She continued with her list of the kinds of animals that one can see. 
She works in education in Kano, teaching women various types of 
crafts and so she's very much concerned to educate people about the 
things that are around them, and of course the zoo is on€ of those 
topics. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Well I am surprised to learn that a woman writes poetry in Hausaland. 
I 1m not being chauvinistic when I say that! But one normally doesn't 
expect an Islamic woman to rub shoulders with her male counterparts. 

FURNISS: 

Well in the main, of course, Hausa poetry is written by men, but there 
are a number of women in northern Nigeria who do write poetry, and 
very good poetry. But I think it's true to say that the majority of 
peems are religious and are written by men. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

The other surprising thing is the fact that she's talking about a very 
interesting and commonplace thing like the zoo. But one would also 
expect them to write something about religion. I mean one notices in 
the music that they're heavily influenced by the Islamic religion. 
Is it the same with the poetry? 
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FURNISS: 

Yes. A lot of the po.etry is in praise of the Prophet, in :praise of 
God, and concerns many of the practices and history and traditions 
of Islam. But I have brought an example of a poem that is . written, 
a very personal poem and a very beautiful poem, about God. It's a 
prayer to God asking for forgiveness and for protection and for help 
in this world. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

I think we can hear it now. 

POEM: An extract from a poem by Tijani Tukur. 

FURNISS: 

I don't know whether you noticed but in the background there was the 
sound of a woman pounding corn? 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Mmm, I did, yes. 

FURNI SS: 

I reecrded it in a village nearby Kano, and that's what you can hear. 
But I think many of the poems, a l though they are religious, are 
written about many of the common, everyday problems concerning living 
in Kano, and about one's moral life, the activities of people aE they 
go about their nqrmal busin~ss. Another poem that I think maybe we 
will be able to hear talks o: the role of children, whether children 
should or should not be used to sell things like soap, peanuts and 
various small items in the city~ girls wandering round the streets 
sel ling things. This exposes them to the male world and a lot o~ 
religious poets condemn these kinds of practices aa being un--Islamic 
and improper. · · 

TETTEH-LA.RTEY: 

Now before we come to the actual text of ~he poem you referred to 
Graham, can you tell me something about these poets? What sort of 
pe~ple are they, where do they live in the country? 

FURNISS: 

Well, I've been talking mainly about Kano and in Kano there is an 
organisation, a society, in fact they call themselves a club, of peets. 
It's ~alled the Hikima Club. "Hikima" means in English 11knowledge, 
insight gained from experience", and they are led by a very ~amous 
poet Mudi Sipikin, whose name 'Sipikin' he coined when he had a radio 
programme ~n Kano radio, and woeld start the beginning of the programme 
by say~ng , ~This is Mudi speakin"', ~f course the English word 
"speaking" and so he became knewn as Mudi Sipikin., He took that name 
himself. 
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Well no, it now is his real name. He is.the leader of that group. 
There is another group which is led by the very- famous Akilu Aliyu, 
called in Hausa "Fasaha". "Fasaha" means "skill, great ability". It 
implies great s~ill w~th wovtls~· But that group draws. its membership 
from Hausa poets throughout Hausaland. The Hikima Club is basically 
a group of poets based in Kano. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Are they trained or do they write outt ·of inspiration? 

FURNISS: 

They both write out of inspiration, but they write according to 
strict metrical and rhythmic patterns, with rhyme at t~e end of a 
verse. I don't know whether you can "bear on some of the examples 
that the verses will end in the same sound like "ya" or "Allah", 
11Kadarinka". You will find the same consona::.1.t runs through the whole 
poem. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

I like the way tha·c they sing it, that they intone the poetry, I don't 
know if this is common to all Hauaa poetry. Why don' :t,--t-h~yT.r~-clr,-t-he 
poem like they would do :im the western world? · ..... ; __ ~- .. _.-· ' · 
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FURNISS: 

In the western world. Well this i~ I think one ,fit's charms of 
course, that it is intoned and chanted in this manner. This makes it 
very different from the other tradition o·f 11 terary creativity which 

· is song. Song is very often accompanied by instruments a:i;id a chorus 
and there are many, many very famous singers in Hausaland. But poets 
always write, they compose, either in Arabic script or. i p our western 
script, and construct their poetry rather than . create it imrned~ately 
out of their heads. 

. . ... ...... . 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Well now I think it is time for us to hear the poem you r_eferred to 
earlier on♦- Would you remind us about that? 

FURNISS: 

Yes. It's written by a man called Muhammadu Z-ayyana and he "is 
attacking the practice of allowing gir1s to wander the streets selling 
various types of .3mall items. That· this is un-Islamic ·and improper. 

·POEM: An extract from a poem ·by Muhammadu Zayyana. 

i \ ! 
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TETTEH-LARTEY: 

That's most rhythmical. You could almost dance to it, couldn't you. 
What was he saying? 

FURNISS: 

I don't know whether you heard but at the end of each verse he said, 
"Stop allowing your children to do this practice of hawking items on 
the street, because it brings him in contact with "troutle, diffic
ulties, problems and things". 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

It's rather interesting, now this is a very common thing in west 
Africa to see the young girls selling nuts and so on and so forth, 
just to help their parents. I wouldn't have thought that wa~ anything 
particularly reproachable. 

FURNISS: 

I couldn't say whether it is or it isn 1t. This is an opinion that 
he is putting forward in his poem. Of course yeu do see, this is the 
way a lot of small time trade- is carried on in Hausaland. Children 
will take food that their mothers have cooked inside their houses 11 

because of course a married ~•oma~ is normally in purdah, and would 
sell this food on the streets. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

I appreciate the moral aspect of this. Now is. it moral poetry they 
write all the time, or do they have others as well? 

FURNISS: 

No, in recent years, in about the last twenty years, the scope and 
range of subjects that poets write about has broadened considerably. 
Things like ~he Second World Warr the censuses, such things as the 
changeover from left-hand to right-hand drive, the introduction of 
new currency. Poets would w.cite tl3l publicise these events, very 
often for the Government, or otherwise just because they felt this 
was their civic duty, for the good of the na~ion. Such things as 
education, of course, is a major topic for poets, asking people, 
telling people that they ought to make sure that they educate them
selves and perform their civic responsibilities. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Have you got an example of peetry on the census you just mentioned? 
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FURNISS: 

Well yes. I have brought along a poem again by a woman, a woman 
call-ed Alhajia Yar Shehu, who herself works at the airport as a 
smpervisor. She 1 s also the daughter of a well-known religio_us figure 
in Kano and she writes on all sorts of different topics - religious 
poems and things. She wrote a poem about the 1973 Census which agatn 
is asking people and telling people to make ·sure that they are 
recorded on the census, that is to say that they should not avoid 
being counted. She says it 1 s not for tax purposes, it 1 s being done 
for the good of the nation, for the good of the .country and that they 
should make absolutely sure that the old, the young~• everybody is 
counted. At the beginning of the poem the poetews says "in an_ kazo 
kirga", 11kirga" means "to count" which was the term usect · for census. 

POETRY: An extract from a poem by Alhajia Yar Shehu. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Now that's what I call practical poetry. Our th~nks to the poets 
themselves, and of course, to Graham Furniss. 

Now let's hear the whole of the Hausa song that began today's progr
amme. As I _said, the singers are the Nigerian group, the Steve 

. Rhodes Voices. Ano as they begin I shall stop! This is Alex Tetteh
Lartey saying goodbye until next weekis "Arts and Africa". 

MUSIC: The Steve Rhodes Voices. Hausa song. 
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